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Abstract: We present the design of a modular tactile sensor
and actuator system for observing human demonstrations of
contact tasks. The system consists of three interchangeable
parts: an intrinsic tactile sensor for measuring net force/
torque, an extrinsic tactile sensor for measuring contact dis-
tributions, and a tactile actuator for displaying tactile dis-
tributions. The novel components are the extrinsic sensor
and tactile actuator which are “inside-out symmetric” to
each other and employ an electrorheological gel for actua-
tion.

1  Introduction

Dozens of tactile sensors have been developed over the past
twenty years or so. Seigel [17] and Nichols and Lee [9] pro-
vided good early surveys of tactile sensing technologies
while Howe’s [5] is more up-to-date. Some of these sensors
over the years have gone so far as to become commercially
available or are being produced within corporate R&D labs
“for distribution.” Still, none have been successful at wide-
spread use or even consistently applied to a particular task.
The main reason for this has been the lack of effective, ge-
neric, strategies for using the tactile feedback. Several re-
searchers have used tactile feedback for determining object
shape [4],[11] but few have achieved robust manipulation
[4].

The vast majority of prior designs have relied on rubber and
foam. While these have desirable design properties, it has
been conjectured that they provide inferior contact “feel.”
Shimoga and Goldenberg [14] and Akella, et al [1] have
shown hard-surface and foam-surface sensors to have infe-
rior contact properties compared to gels and powders. In
particular, impact and conformal properties seem to be
worse in Hooke’s Law materials. Active gels, in particular,
hold promise for providing not just useful contact proper-
ties, but an additional degree of freedom in modulating the
grasp. Electrorheological (ER) fluids, which can change vis-
cosity in the presence of an electric field, exhibit such active
behavior and can be gelled [19].

Fewer tactile actuators have been developed. Work on actu-
ators (tactors) has focused primarily on virtual reality appli-
cations and sensory substitution. Shimoga [15] provides a
comprehensive survey of actuators and technologies while
the work of Kontarinis, et al is more representative of the
current state of the art. The primary technology used to-date
has been vibrotactile stimulation using piezoelectrics or
blunt pins. A few researchers have tried electrotactile stim-
ulation -- direct electrical stimulation of the skin. This is an
attractive option because of its simplicity of physical imple-

mentation. Shimoga et al [16] also investigated the use of
commercially available shape memory alloy actuators for
providing binary contact information during grasping tasks.

Our motivation for designing “yet another tactile sensor” is
rooted in our work in Gesture-Based Programming, a para-
digm for programming by human demonstration. In this
paradigm, atask expert - not aprogramming expert - pro-
grams a complex robot system (Utah/MIT hand on a Puma)
by actually demonstrating the task. All the actions the hu-
man makes - some deliberative, some fleeting - are consid-
ered gestures of one form or another. The system observes
the state of the task through vision and observes the human’s
gestures through instrumented clothing, such as a Cyber-
Glove, Polhemus device, and tactile sensors.

The gestures, which may include events of motion, pose,
contact, and sound, are interpreted with respect to a database
of known robotic expertise. This expertise base is based on
sensorimotor skills [9], the basis of which have been devel-
oped off-line, but which are tuned for the task at hand.

Our need for tactile sensors is in two environments. We need
substantially identical sensors for both end-of-robot and
end-of-human tooling. The reason for this is that we want to
observe thetactile gesturesof the human during demonstra-
tion and then parametrize robotic expertise agents that make
use of the same type of tactile information during execution.

In and of itself, this is not sufficient reason to embark on a
tactile sensor design. There is a more basic motivation that
springs from the application: the observability problem. Ex-
tracting meaning from the tactile gestures the human em-
ploys is difficult because much of the information content is
unobservable. The human demonstrator can make use of
sensory information beyond the capabilities of the instru-
mented clothing, such as alternative sensing modalities as
well as superior resolution and dynamic range. Since tactile
sensing technology will not soon approach the capabilities
of the human fingertip, we endeavor to reduce the human
sensory capacity to that of the robot; in effect, to interject a
filter.

What do we gain by doing this? In effect, a shared ontology,
or “common view of reality,” while still capitalizing on the
respective strengths of the human and robot. Paradigms for
programming complex hand/arm systems by human demon-
stration rely fundamentally on the human for planning,
high-level learning, and exception handling. We focus on
systems with many degrees-of-freedom (as opposed to sim-
ple grippers) because planners for such systems are difficult
to construct so there is a “big win” in incorporating human
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ability. Low-level tuning and repeatable execution are the
contributions of the robot. With this in mind, it makes sense
to “cripple” the human’s capabilities and force him/her to
re-learn basic skills at the robot’s level because that is exact-
ly what the human is good at doing.

With the goal of employing not just a tactile sensor, but a
tactile filter as well, it is desirable to have a “symmetric
technology” that can be used on both the sensing and actua-
tion ends. A tactile sensor and actuator based on an elec-
trorheological gel addresses all these issues to some degree
and provides a novel design approach with many rich direc-
tions for analysis and experimentation.

2  Design Concept

The development of this system spans many years and many
miles but is far from complete. The original design of our
coarsely-foveated ER tactile sensor with grasp actuation ca-
pability was completed in Mark Cutkosky’s lab at Stanford
[19]. Subsequently, the first prototype intrinsic/extrinsic
sensor combination was fabricated followed by a diversion
into novel sensor calibration techniques at Carnegie Mellon
[18]. Now, we hope to complete the end-to-end human/ro-
bot system with this modular ER sensor/actuator.

The modular sensor/actuator system is based on three inter-
changeable components: an extrinsic sensor array, an intrin-
sic force/torque sensor, and a conformal tactor array. The
tactor array will be for end-of-human use only, either in con-
junction with the extrinsic sensor array for gesturing or in
conjunction with an external force reflecting device for vir-
tual reality (VR) applications (more on this later). The in-
trinsic sensor will be for end-of-robot use only and will be
used in conjunction with the extrinsic array or a variety of
passive tips during manipulation. The extrinsic sensor can
be used either on the robot or on the human, both with and
without underlying components for sensing.

For sensing human contact gestures, the extrinsic sensor ar-
ray and the tactor array are similar to a pair of thimbles. The
tactor will be somewhat smaller so it can nest inside the ex-
trinsic sensor (Figure 1). Clearance will be provided so an

instrumented glove can be captured between the “thimbles”
for finger joint sensing.

The design of the two components will be very similar in
that the tactor is an “inside-out” version of the sensor. Both
use the electrorheological gel developed by Voyles, et al
[19] to provide “fleshy” properties. The sensor will use it
primarily as a dielectric for capacitive sensing and as a
structural material. The tactor will use it primarily for its
electrorheological properties.

For sensing robotic contact during manipulation, the extrin-
sic and intrinsic sensors will be nested to provide both con-
tact force distribution and net force/torque. The intrinsic
sensor is based on a cylindrical cantilever beam (Figure 1)
similar in concept to that of Bicchi and Dario [3].

Not surprisingly, ER fluids have been proposed and imple-
mented as haptic devices for sensing and actuation in limit-
ed ways in the past. Cutkosky has been involved with ER
fingers [1][6][19] for a long time, both as sensors and “pas-
sive actuators.” Monkman and Sano have both been work-
ing on ER display mechanisms recently. Monkman
proposes a true tactile display [8], similar in concept to that
proposed here, but only simulates its effect in a planar con-
figuration. It is also geared more toward reconstructing the
world locally, rather than reconstructing local tactile stimu-
lation from the world. Sano constructed a prototype haptic
interface [13] somewhat like a joystick with controllable
damping and proposes extending it to all five fingers.

Electrorheological fluids are attractive because they are
controlled electrically, which is convenient, they require lit-
tle power (although voltages are very high), there are no
moving parts, and they can be made very compact. In fact,
the smaller the dimensions, the higher the field strengths and
the stronger the ER effect.

These characteristics make ER fluids attractive to the haptic
interface community. Tactile sensing and actuation are
probably most limited by packaging issues so any technolo-
gy that promises to address the packaging issues associated
with the resolution, dynamic range and diversity of the sens-
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ing and actuation at the human fingertips, even in a primitive
way, will get some consideration.

3  Intrinsic Tactile Sensor Design

The design of the intrinsic tactile sensor is fairly straightfor-
ward and has been studied by many. Bicchi and Dario [3]
present an optimized design process but space and packag-
ing are the biggest issues in our modular, multi-component
system but we will attempt to optimize performance as best
we can.

Our first two intrinsic prototypes used plastic as the structur-
al material but we are investigating various metals for the fi-
nal implementation. Bonding strain gages to some types of
plastic can be extremely difficult.

While the design of the intrinsic sensor has been done many
times and will largely consist of engineering trade-offs for
this project, we developed a novel calibration procedure
during testing of the prototypes that dramatically eases the
calibration process. Dubbed “shape from motion calibra-
tion” [18], this new technique allows the recovery of the cal-
ibration matrix without knowledge of all the applied loads
on the sensor. Since applying many precisely-known loads
is the primary time-sink, shape from motion is much quicker
and actually results in a more accurate calibration because
much more data can be gathered cheaply.

4  Extrinsic Tactile Sensor Design

The extrinsic sensor shell will be made of plastic, probably
delrin or ABS (as are our current prototypes). The body of
the sensor must be insulating to hold the individual capaci-
tive electrodes. In the original cylindrical. prototype, we
plated copper onto an acrylic core. We then patterned an ar-
ray of individual, direct-wired electrodes to form one half of
the sensing and actuation capacitor. The outer rubber mem-
brane was conductive and grounded and formed the other
half of all the sensing and actuation capacitors. As in that
prototype, there will be no attempt to multiplex the sense el-
ements because that may preclude future use of the actua-
tion potential of the fluid. (In general, although not always,
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multiplexing the ER excitation voltage reduces the ER ef-
fect.)

There are several problems with sensing this way. First of
all, it is a displacement sensing technique rather than a pres-
sure or force sensing mechanism. This, of course, is a com-
mon approach, but we don’t have a well-behaved medium to
accurately relate displacement to force. Instead the fluid (or
gel) can change from a Newtonian fluid to a Bingham plas-
tic under excitation.

The next problem with using the outer membrane as a sen-
sor element is the unknown rest state. Because the fluid or
gel has some freedom to move (the self-healing gel partially
solves this problem) and does not return completely to any
known or deducible state, it would be necessary to take con-
stant offset measurements to zero the sensor. Gravity load-

Figure 3: Cutaway view of the original prototype fin-
gertip sensor with plated capacitors.
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ing is also a problem. The fluid has a tendency to sag in a
gravity field.

Our solution to these problems of capacitive sensing is to
build micromachined silicon pressure sensors that will be
bonded to the plastic core. These miniature pressure sensors
are based on the same idea of capacitive displacement sens-
ing, but their size and construction eliminate the above
problems. First of all, theydo respond as a Hooke’s Law de-
vice, so there is a well-defined displacement/pressure rela-
tionship. (Although the complex transmission of the
pressures through the gel complicate things significantly.)
They also have a well-defined rest state that they return to in
the absence of an applied pressure. Finally, the miniature
pressure sensors are designed to work with differential ca-
pacitors to improve sensitivity and minimize drift, noise,

offset, and other non-signal effects (Figure 4). Of course, we
will also bond local processing electronics near, or perhaps
integrated with, the pressure sensors for signal conditioning.

As a bonus, the differential configuration allows different
capacitor configurations capable of detecting both compres-
sive and shear pressures. In future work this may allow
some level of slip detection.

The use of this type of local pressure sensor precludes the
use of a Newtonian fluid. If that were the case, all sensors
would see essentially the same pressure. This is another ad-
vantage of the ER gel. It maintains pressure distributions
throughout its volume, however, one of the unsolved chal-
lenges is modelling this behavior.

Over the fingertip mandrel (the “bone”) is the ER gel which
is held in place by a conductive rubber membrane that also
acts as a ground plane. Even though we are using the micro-
machined sensors for pressure measurement, it may still be
necessary to measure the volume of fluid over the sensors to
adequately model the fluid behavior or to determine local
shape of the object in contact. If this proves necessary, we
can plate electrodes between the silicon sensors (or over
them with a flexible membrane) to determine outer mem-
brane displacement capacitively.

Figure 4: Micromachined differential capacitor pres-
sure sensor (before encapsulation).

A final note must be made regarding structural integrity of
the sensing medium. With rubber and foam-based sensors,
there is no question as to where the structural material is.
However, with fluids and gels, significant emphasis must be
placed on keeping the structure of the sensing medium in-
tact. This includes the pliability of the outer membrane but
it can also be greatly enhanced with structural members
such as “fingernails.” On the backside of the sensor will be
a fluid exclusion dam to help maintain the shape of the outer
membrane and to keep the gel reasonably contained in the
area of the sensitive sites.

5  Tactile Actuator Design

The tactile actuator (tactor) has already been described as an
“inside-out sensor” so we won’t discuss to deeply the phys-
ical design issues since they are very similar to the extrinsic
sensor. The key difference will be the lack of microma-
chined pressure sensors. Not only are they unnecessary for
the tactor, but their survivability within such strong electric
fields would be difficult to guarantee.

It may still be necessary to sense the membrane displace-
ment to estimate fluid volume and electric field strength, but
that would be done by the capacitive displacement arrange-
ment rather than the localized pressure sensors. We are also
trying to incorporate the fixed-separation plate arrangement
of Akella, et al [1], but our design is much more space-con-
strained. Akella, et al did not use the outer flexible mem-
brane as one electrode. Instead, they interlaced pairs of fixed
electrodes perpendicular to the membrane surface. Fluid
near the membrane surface was relatively unaffected by the
electric fields but upon depressing the membrane, the fluid
was forced to pass between the plates, through the high field
concentrations. The advantage to this is the plate geometry
does not change as the membrane is deformed.

We should pause, briefly, and examine the nature of the “ac-
tuation.” An electrorheological fluid only has the ability to
change viscosity and even develope yield stress. It has no
capacity to actively exert forces on stationary objects. The
only way the user can detect a change is by exerting a force
on the tactor. For our application, observing a human dem-
onstration, this is not a problem because the user is actually
performing a contact task and is exerting forces. Keep in
mind we intend to use the sensor/actuator pair as an active
filter to control the feedback the human receives.

Even then, some form of sensory substitution must come
into play because edges and very rigid surfaces cannot be
duplicated with an ER fluid. Instead the user must respond
to changes in damping and yield stress.

6  Other Applications

Although our application is in observing human demonstra-
tions, we have considered how our devices might be useful
in other domains. The sensors are fairly generic and have
general applicability, but the tactor, being a “passive actua-
tor,” is more limited. For example, VR applications do not
include physical contact with a real environment, as does
human demonstration.
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This does not preclude the use of our tactor in VR. Quite to
the contrary, our tactor can be used in conjunction with ex-
isting net force haptic interfaces such as Salisbury’s Phan-
tom [12] or Hollis’ Magic Wrist [2].

The ER fluid is used in the extrinsic sensor mostly for con-
venience and symmetry. We can achieve the same dielectric
and physical properties without the ER effect. However,
maintaining ER capability in the sensor allows another ave-
nue of future work in controlling the properties of the grasp
at the contact boundary. Preliminary steps toward this exam-
ination have already been taken toward impact control [1]
and improved gearing traction for grasping delicate objects
[6] but no one has attempted active grasp control, to our
knowledge.
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